Sheep Electronic Identification
What is it?
Electronic
Identification
introduces
new
opportunities for sophisticated individual animal
management at farm level. In the Australian sheep
industry, traditionally all data collection and animal
management occurs on a mob by mob basis.
Through the use of Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) tags, animals can be monitored, and
managed individually throughout their life.

Individual Animal Management
Within any flock, there is considerable genetic and phenotypic variation. It is through this natural
variation that individual selection of superior animals allows more rapid improvement in the productivity
and profitability of a commercial flock.
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Example of the distribution of animal performance within a flock for a given trait(s)

Under traditional mob-based management (left),
much of this variation remains within the flock
throughout their time on the property.
The use of individual animal management (right) is
designed to maximize returns from the most
productive animals within the flock, whilst minimizing
the cost incurred from the least productive.
Electronic identification is not a silver bullet, it simply
makes all the necessary data collection, more
accurate, more labour efficient, easier, and
therefore more likely to occur.
in conjunction with…

Measurement Based Selection & Management:
Wool Producers:
Electronic identification makes the
collection of individual fleece data such as
micron and fleece weight more accurate
and more efficient. Most importantly, it
makes the use of this data for animal
selection and culling significantly easier.
You can rank your flock on fleece value, cull
the worst performers, and capitalise on the
most profitable sheep. Not only that, but
you can combine this information with
reproductive performance to discover the
animals delivering real profitability to your
business. No more passengers!

Fibre Diameter

Electronic identification is a tool within measurement based selection and management.

Greasy Fleece Weight

Example of fleece data collected for a commercial merino flock

Prime Lamb Producers:
How valuable would it be to know which ewes within your prime lamb enterprise produce the most
kilograms of lamb each year? Perhaps more importantly, how valuable would it be to know which ewes
produce the least? This can be easily achieved with an EID system.
Pedigree MatchMaker (PMM) is a walk by
system that uses RFID tags to estimate
associations between ewes and their lambs,
and provide the ability to trace individual
animal pedigree. Through the use of Pedigree
MatchMaker and recording individual
weaning weights, a ewe flock can be ranked
based on the kilograms of lamb she has
weaned. This allows the producer to rank the
flock based on kilograms weaned, culling the
worst performers, and capitalising on the
most profitable sheep. No more passengers!
Example of kilograms of lamb weaned per ewe within a commercial ewe flock
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Other EID Tasks
Simple Stocktake: Exactly how many sheep are on your property right now?
 Which have received a treatment within the last month?
 What sheep did you sell in the last 6 months?
If you are interested in having a more accurate handle on this type of information, then EID may provide
the answers. The most basic EID systems can help you through counting and recording stock whenever
handled, together with any treatments that they may receive.

Individual Weight Recording:
 How much variation is there in growth rates?
 How much variation is there in the weight gain
or loss of your ewes on a “maintenance
ration”?
EID allows you to track individual growth rates
rather than just the mob average. Weighing is a
task that you already undertake; EID makes the
information even more useful.
Example of individual lamb growth rates within a commercial flock

Record Anything
With an EID system you can record anything that can be measured
objectively or subjectively. That said however there are four key points
in deciding what to record for your sheep enterprise –
 Only record data that will add value to the enterprise
 Always keep data collection tasks as simple as possible.
 There is no point in collecting data unless you will actually use it.
 The more data you collect, the harder it is to manage

Plan Your System!
The EID system that will suit your enterprise may be very different to that of your neighbours, or the one
that someone is trying to sell you. For many producers, the use of a contractor to undertake major and or
irregular tasks will be a much better investment than purchasing equipment which will sit unused for 11
months of the year. Knowing your needs, and understanding the various equipment components will
ensure that your system is efficient, and cost effective.
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What Electronic Identification isn’t!
EID isn’t auto-drafters
Yes they are a wonderful tool, but they are not EID, and are not always necessary. Almost
anything can be achieved with a handheld reader, and a manual weighcrate. Auto-drafters
simply make some jobs quicker and more labour efficient.

EID isn't about owning lots of fancy toys
In fact you don't have to own any equipment at all. Contractors can undertake all of the major
tasks on farm, eliminating the need to own, and understand any equipment. Some producers are
already doing this. The only difference to the work that they undertake themselves is the type of
tag applied at marking.

EID doesn't have to be expensive
The amount you spend on your EID system will depend entirely on your desired outcomes, your
enterprise type, enterprise size and need for efficient operations. No EID system has to be
expensive.

Know what you want from EID
Know what you need from EID
Only spend the money needed to achieve these outcomes.
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